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WEDNESDAY fs'nU5 ttkl!' ATTEND FOUNDERS' DAY EXERCISES 
Vol. 52, No. 3 MONDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1952 Price, Ten Cents 
Helfferich to Receive 
Degree on Foun~ers' Day 
FOOTBALL HOLIDAY 
Dean Armstrong announces 
that, following Ursinus tradi-
tion, there will be no classes 
held on Monday, October 27, 
if Ursinus is successful in de-
feating Swarthmore on Old 
Timers' day, October 25th. 
Roberts, Geiger Cast as 
'Leads in Fall Production 
The annual Founders ' Day con- MSGA R I 
vocation will be held at 2:30 Wed- U es 
nesday in Bomberger hall. Two 
honorary degrees and 19 degrees in B k III I 
course will be conferred by the rea s as ega 
college. The nationally known in- , V r e d PI S 
dustrialist Mr. stewart E. Lauer, Customs to Remal-n a Ie an 
President of York Corp., York, Pa. , d F Old 
and Vice-President of the National Ma e or 
Association of Manufacturers, and At a special meeting on October 
Mr. Donald L. Helfferich, Vice- 14th of the MSGA it was decided Te , D 
President of Ursinus college, will that the Frosh break was i~leg~l Imers ay 
be recipients of Honorary Doctor and that they should remam m 
of Laws degrees. customs 'til further notice. ) 
The following students will re- The Freshman class was repre- Homecoming week-end at Ursinus 
ceive degrees in course for work sen ted at the meeting by Rowland begins on Friday night with an in-
completed since last commence- Hutchinson. From now on customs novation this year, a school-wide 
ment: Bachelor of Arts-William will be supervised by the MSGA. hot dog roast replacing the regu-
Clayton Buchanan, Jonathan Dick- If anyone disobeys custom rules he lar evening meal. Following that 
ins on Dunn, Jane Madora Hartzel will be given demerits and all So ph there will be a bonfire pep rally and 
Henderson (Cum Laude), Jack Wil- rules must be approved by the a dance sponsored by the Spirit 
liam Humbert, Thomas Bell Mc- MSGA. committee. 
Avoy, 3rd, Ambrose Burden Peter- At this meeting apPOintments On Saturday at 9:00 a.m. the 
man, Frank Schultz Jr., Ralph were made to the following com- junior women will be host to all 
Richard Thomas; bachelor of Sci- mittees: DiSCipline, Dan Giangi- freshmen women at the tradition-
ence-Samuel James Brown Jr., ulio; Student activities, Carmen al Junior-Frosh breakfast in the 
Arthur Manfred Dostrow, Peter Alemeno; Athletics, Jay Kern; and College woods. On this day also, 
Bernard Fishel', Warren Mayer Le- Forum, Jack Westerhoff. the Freshmen women decorate their 
vin, Gorden Weed Mella, Spero Week-ends at Ursinus were also respective dormitories. These dis-
Peter Nemphos, Leonard Niesen- discussed. A poll will be taken later plays are judged and recognition 
baum, Franklin Milton Stein, Jerry to get student opinion of what given to the best one. 
Summers; master of arts-Morrell might be done to improve them. Graduates of Ursinus who were 
Edward Grigg, Walter Bruce Elliott. . members of sororities will have 
Mr. Helffel'ich will make the Bloodmoblele lunch with their sisters on the 25th. Founders' day address; Dean Arm- Tau Sigma Gamma, Phi Alpha Psi 
strong will present the candidates, are to have their luncheons at the 
and President McClure will confer To Co'me Wed. Collegville Inn; Omega Chi and 
the degrees. The Rev. Alfred L. Kappa Delta Kappa will be at 
Creager, College chaplain, will offer Lakeside and Alpha Sigma Nu will 
the prayer and pronounce the bene- • 0 W d dOt b 22 th hold their luncheon at the Bridge diction. . n . e nes ay, c.o er. ' e hotel 
Classes will not meet Wednesday j all-UrsIp':!s bloodmobIle WIll be at Each of the fraternities this year 
afternocn from 2 to 4 o'clock. Ad- the Tnmty church from 1 :00 to has chosen a queen to represent it 
mission to the exercises for per- 4:30. on 110mecoming day. Priscilla 
(Continued on page 6) The Red Cross, deSignated by the Shinehouse has been chosen for 
Sor~rity Rushees to 
Open Bids· Friday 
United States government as its Zeta Chi, Eleanor Unger for Alpha 
official blood procurement agency, Phi Epsilon, Ruth Reid for Sigma 
desperately needs a large supply Rho Lambda, Joanne Friedlin for 
of blood to fiJI the increasing needs Delta Mu Sigma, Bevolyn Syvert-
for military use. The casualty toll sen for Beta Sigma Lambda, and 
increases daily, and modern and Marilyn Engleman for Delta Pi Sig-Sorority rushing begins October l.improved medical treatments call 
27, as announced previously. Bids for a large supply of blood. All m~OIlOwing the morning activities, 
for rushing will be received this I blood donations will be for military Ursin us will be host to Swarth-
Thursday. Lists of rushees and llse. To fulfill our quota, 150 per- more for the homecoming football 
programs for sorority rushing par- I sons. at the very least, must sign tiame which begins at 2 :00. At 1 :00 
ties must be presented to Miss I up to give one pint of blood each. p.m. the soccer team will play the 
Stahr by Wednesday. The application blanks may be alumni on the soccer field. At the 
The five campus sororities and obtained in the Registrar's office conclusion of the athletic events, 
their memb(>l'S are as follows: or from the dormitory representa- the Alumni association will hold 
Phi Alpha Psi-Ann Aamot, Mar- tives. Students under 21 must have a tea in the gym for all those old 
ilY)l Engelman. Marna Feldt, Pat the signature of their parents, timers visiting on campus that day. 
Frey, Mary Lou Henry, Joan Hig- guardian or some other responsible To put a finishing touch on the 
gins, Janie Hopple, Peggie Kell~, persOl.l. These blanks, when pr.op- day's activities, the Varsity club is 
Il~ Jane Lynn, An~ Neborak, JackIe erly .slgned, should. be returned lm- sponsOling a dance in the T-G 
P!lester, Audre,Y RIttenhouse, ~ar- , ~edlately to dor~llltor~ represent~- I gym Saturday night. At this dance 
gle Ross, Dons Thompson, Dltty I ~lves or ~he RegIstrar s office. ~hlS a queen for the day will be chosen 
Yost. IS very Important as an appomt- from those six representing the 
Tau Sigma Gamma-Marge Ab- ment time must be assigned to the fraternities 
l'ahamson, Alberta Barnhart, Pat students. The appointment list will __ . _____ _ 
Garrow, Jane Gulick, Janet Haines, be placed on the Bomberger bulle-
1-----------------------
Ten New Members, 
Chosen by Lantern 
by Elsie Belz '55 
The primary objective of the 
staff of the Lantern, the college 
literary magazine, this year is to 
promote interest throughout the 
student body-interest which here-
tofore has been sadly lacking. In 
order to fulfill this objective, the 
publication is being given an en-
tire face-lifting. 
In former years the literary staff 
of the magazine has been limited 
to approximately four people. This 
yea.r, however, the staff is being 
increased to ten people. According 
to Marna Feldt, editor, "the in-
creased number will provide inter-
est throughout a wider group on 
campus so that the judgment of 
all material will be done by people 
with more varied backgrounds." 
The staff from last year includes 
Marna Feldt '53, Bill Lukens '53, 
Sally Canan '53, and Joan Sapp '53, 
all of whom have had a great deal 
of experience with creative writing. 
The new members are Mary Jane 
Allen '54, John Osborne '54, Phil 
Lewis '54, Harold Smith '55, Roland 
Dedekind '55 and Pat Garrow '54. 
People who are selected for the 
literary staff are chosen for their 
interest in creative writing, their 
literary ability and their judgment 
of creative writing. The staff re-
views all contributions made by the 
student body and decides what will 
be most interesting to the readers. 
Actually, in former years the staff 
(Continued on page 6) 
Orsini to Benefit 
By Dance Proceeds 
Because of the small attendance 
at the Pep rally last Friday, the 
Spirit commjittee was unable to 
make a final decision as to the 
winner of the cheer-writing con-
test. The five cheers which the 
committee had chosen as the best 
from all the entries were presented. 
There was a tie for first place 
Further plans for the Spirit com-
mittee-Y doggie roast, pep rally 
and dance were discussed at the 
Spirit committee meeting last Wed-
nesday night. The committee voted 
to donate the proceeds from the 
dance to a fund for Bernie Orsini, 
recovering at the Sacred Heart 
hospital, Norristown, from injuries 
incurred at football practice. Joan Kacik, Nancy Laib, Joan Leet, tin board Tuesday morning and D Study Plans Marge Merrifield, J.ean Ostermayer, should be checked for appointment ay 
Agnes Murphy, Sal Parent, Jen times. • . CARNIVAL, HALLOWE'EN BALL 
Price, Rosa Ra,;pp, R~th Reed, Ruth : stu·de.nts giving blood. are u~ged F or FashIon Show· PLANNED BY SENIOR CLASS 
Reeser, Rose Remlger, DorothY , to eat lIghtly before theIr appomt- j , .. 
Schultz, Joan Strode, Bevolyn Sy- ment. Heavy foods and fats .should I -- FhA carnival is being planned by 
vertsen, Genevieve Tiedeken, Eme be avoided. However, light food nltlates res men the senior class ~or Friday, October 
Unger, Maxine· Walker. I sueh as juices, soups, toast and I 31, and the semor and sophomore 
Alpha Sigma Nu - Kathleen fruit are recommended. Students ,classes are collaborating for a Hal-
Aeckerle, Mary Jane Allen, Jean /1 are warned against giving blood At a meeting of the Women Day iowe'en ball to be held November 1. 
AusUrr Sally Canan, Eleanor Cloud, without eating sometime before- Students' organization on October I At · the carnival there will be Dolore~ DeSola, Carolyn Ertel, Elsie. hand. A good breakfast is highly 8, the annual freshma,n i!1itiation games of all types, a horror show, 
Gruber, Mary Lee Hess, Ann Hous- recommended. was held. The orgamzatlOn also refreshments, entertainment and 
man, Virginia Keirn, Barbara made plans for a fashion show to dancing. Prizes will be given for 
Kuebler, Betty McElroy, Marjerie HUTCHISON CHOSEN take place November 10, at 8 p.m. the games and there will be several 
Mersfelder, Joanne Sherr, Mary Ann TO PLAN FROSH SHOW in the T-G gym. big door prizes. Admission price 
(Continu('d on palte 6) The initiation program was con- will be 35 cents, which will include 
The freshman men, in a splendid ducted by Marion Haslam, Mary three free tickets for trying one's 
NEWMAN CLUB HEARS SPEAKER effort to throw off customs, are Lou Singer and Elizabeth Haslam. skill. 
The first meeting of the Newman planning the annual freshman Freshmen were formally made Ditty Yost, Bill Faltermayer, Joe 
club was held Monday night. Gene- show, which will be presented dur- members of the group during the Schuck, Diana Handy, Jim Scott, 
vieve Tiedeken, president, presided, ing the week of November 3. program. Arnold Ulbrich, Ruth Reed and 
and introduced Rev. John F. X'I At the first regular meeting, sev- The plann'ed fashion show is for Edythe Carter are on the commit-
O'Neill, pastor of st. Eleanor's eral com~ittees were set up w~th the benefit of the day study and is tee for the carnival. 
church as club advisor. It was de- the followmg persons elected chaIr- under the direction of Jeanette Jimmy Holton's band has been 
cided that meetings will be held me'n: joke and dance routine com- Schneier. Fashions are by the acquired for the Hallowe'en ball on 
on the· first and third Monday of mittee, Neil Van Asch; writers and courtesy of the Charming Shoppe November 1. Admission will be one 
each month at 6:45 p.nt. Catholic I producers committee, John Hotteh- of Norristown. Money obtained by dollar. On the dance committee are 
students on campus are urged to stein; art committee, Jim Simpson; a donation fo thirty-five cents a Dolores DeSola, Robert Davis and 
join skits and plays committee, Phil person will be used for improve- Mary Lee Hess for the seniors, and 
, Row; music committee, Al Pollack. ments in the day study. Lois Crawford, Sandy Aboyd and 
NOTICE 
All those interested in working 
on the 1953 Ruby editorial staff 
come to Hobson hall Wednesday 
at 6:30 p.m. There are places for 
writers, typists, photographers, 
artists, and general helpers for 
Icheduling and for compiling in-
.. ~ .. & .. "~,, .... ,... If you cannot be 
=_noe. send a message with some-
who will be or contact Bill 
....... _. or Audrey Harte. 
Rowland Hutchinson was electid At the meeting Miss Schneier Richard Bowman for the sopho-
. as coordinator of the show and discussed plans for a more active mores. 
I Phil How was elected treasurer. schedule and closer organization of , 
DEBATING CLUB MEETS 
The Debating club met last Mon-
day and made plans for attending 
the annual Novice Debates to be 
held at Temple university in No-
1 
vember. Three new members were 
accepted into the group: John Sat-
terthwaite '53, Tom Downey '54, I and "arold Smith '55. veteran de-
baters present were Jeanette Sch-
neier '54 and Sam Keen '53. 
the day students. 
Anne Neborak presided over the 
meeting. 
IRC MEETS TONIGHT 
International Relations club will 
meet tonight at 7 p.m. in the facul-
ty room of the library to discuss 
the scope, purpos~, and activities 
for the year. All interested, especi-
ally foreign students, are invited to 
this and all other meetings. 
PRE-MED HONORS BROWNBACK 
The James M. Anders Pre-Medical 
society has officially changed its 
name to the Brownback-Anders 
Pre-Medical society in memory of 
the work that Dr. Brownback has 
done for the organization and for 
all pre-medical students. At the 
meeting of the group last Tuesday 
evening Dr. Oppenheimer present-
ed very interesting slides on the 
heart and circulation. 
Casting for the Curtain club's 
fall play, Death Takes A Holiday 
by Alberto Cassella, was completed 
last Wednesday. The play, which 
will be presented December 5 and 
6, will feature Howard Roberts '53 
as Shadow, better known in the 
playas Death, and Glenna Faust 
Geiger '54 as Grazia. Both are vet-
eran Curtain club workers. Howard 
Roberts will be remembered for his 
performances in Angel Street, Ar-
senic and Old Lace, and The Phila-
delphia Story, and as student di-
rector of Light Up the Sky and 
Sari. Glenna Geiger was seen as 
the Irish maid in Period House and 
acted as co-director of The Con-
demned. She has also been active 
in committee work. 
Other members of the cast in-
clude as the Duke, Ed Abramson 
'54; Stephanie, Joan Higgins '54; 
Corrado, Jack Cranston '56; AIda, 
Jane Hopple '53; Eric, Sam Keen 
'53; Rhoda, Marlett Allen '56; the 
Baron, Jim Bowers '55; the Major 
Hamilton Priday '53; Cora, Jane 
Skinner '55; and Fedele, John 
stout '55. Pat Burns '56 is the 
prompter. 
The student director of the pro-
duction is Dolores DeSola '53, presi-
dent of the Curtain club. In addi-
tion to her never-to-be-forgotten 
portrayal of Francis Black in Light 
Up the Sky, she has wotked on 
many committees and, last 'spring, 
(Continued on page 6) 
Sturgis Receives 
Honor at Ceremony 
Dr. Russell D. Sturgis, director of 
the chemistry department of Ur-
sinus college, was recently honor-
ed by the presentation of a Pro-
fessional Achievement certificate at 
the dedication ceremony of the 
Chemical Engineering division of 
the H. Fletcher Brown Chemical 
laboratory at the University of 
Delaware. 
The presentation of achievement 
certificates was made to other 
men reknowned in the field of 
chemistry at the same time. 
Actually this is an award not 
only to Dr. Sturgis but to Ursinus 
College also, for a great proportion 
of the chemistry majors at Ursinus 
have gone into graduate study in 
chemistry. An example is Trygve 
Meeker '51, who won a fellowship 
from the National Science founda-
tion. This speaks well for Mr. 
Meeker and for Ursinus. On this 
basis, Dr. Sturgis received his cer-
tificate. 
Dr. Sturgis is a graduate of the 
University of Delaware, Class of 
1919. 
Another honor was recently re-
ceived by Dr. Sturgis when he was 
elected to the executive committee _ 
of the State School Directors as-
sociation at their meeting held at 
Harrisburg, October 8 and .9. He 
has for several years served as 
chairman of the legislative com-
mittee of the Montgomery County 
School Directors association, a di-
vision of the State School Directors 
association. 
VARSITY CLUB TO HOLD DANCE 
The Varsity club will sponsor the 
Old Timers' Day dance on October 
25 in the T-G gym from 8:30 to 
12:00. The price of the tickets will 
be $1.50 and the Mellowtones will 
furnish the music. 
The next regular meeting will be 
held for all members of the VarSity 
club on Wednesday, October 22, at 
12:45. 
NOTICE 
Senior biographies for the 
1953 Ruby will be due Friday, 
October 31. They are to be writ-
ten either by roommates or by 
close friends in the following 
manner: approximately 50 
words; adjectives or short 
phrases in preference to com-
plete sentences; mention of per-
son's habits, interests and char-
acter traits. Deposit the bi-
ograpies, typewritten if possible. 
at Hobson hall . 
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EDITORIALS 
THE HIGHEST HONOR 
At the Founders' Day exercises on Wednesday of this week, Vice-
President Donald L. Helfferich will be awarded the honorary degree of 
doctor of laws, the highest honor which the college can bestow upon 
him. We think it proper at this time to mention some of the qualities 
which make him deserving of this award. 
Mr. Helfferich has been Vice-President of the College since 1936. 
He graduated from Ursinus himself in 1921 and was elected a member 
of the Board of Directors in 1927. Besides fulfilling his present duties, 
he has had considerable success in the business world. 
Mr, Helfferich, as Vice-President, bas not only been a good 
administrator, but through such organizations as the Curtain club 
has given his time generously to student affairs. He has supported 
many worthwhile projects, such as the Spirit committee and the pro-
posed Student union. 
In the everyday bustle of college life we are all too inclined to take 
for granted the work of a Vice-President. We are glad, therefore, to 
have this opportunity to mention his work, and, it is with great pleasure 
that we shall see him receive the college's highest honor. 
• • • • • 
GIVE BLOOD 
The Red Cross bloodmobile coming to Collegeville this Wednesday 
is to be an all-Ursinus affair. At least 150 donors out of the over 600 
students are urged to come to the Trinity church between the hours 
of 11 :00 to 4:30 . This is a good cause. Let's support it. 
This. Week Off Campus 
----
by Helen Gardner '54 
MOVIES-Norris-tonight and tomorrow-Sudden Fear, starring Joan 
Crawford; Wed. to Sat.-One Minute to Zero, starring Robert 
Mitchem, 
Strand (Pottstown)- tonight - Montana Territory; Tues, and 
Wed.-My Man and I, starring Shelley Winters ; Thurs., Fri., Sat.-
Somebody Loves Me. 
Hippodrome-tonight-The World in His Arms, starring Gregory 
Peck and Ann Blythe; Tues. and Wed.-O'Henry's Full House, with 
Richard Widmark, Jeanne Craine, Oscar Levant, Farley Granger, 
Marilyn Monroe; Thurs., Fri., Sat.-Caribbean with John Payne, 
Arlene Dahl, in technicolor. 
Studio (Phila.)-Tales Of Hoffmann, at popular prices. 
DANCING-Sunnybrook, Vaughn Monroe, October 25, $1.65 per person, 
MUSIC-Dancers of Bali-Fri. and Sat., mail orders accepted-Academy 
of Music Box Office. Carmen-Thurs., Academy of Music, Phila. 
La Scala Co., with Jean Madiera, Louis Mannard, Norman Scott. 
No Philadelphia Orchestra concerts this week. 
Chern Society to Visit Sun Oil JoIuu--- 'tI. e. The Beardwood Chemical society 
Mother: "What did you learn in is taking a plant trip 'on Friday, 
Sunday School?" October 31, to the M.arcus Hook 
Willie: "We learned about a cross- .Refiner~ o~ the Sun 011 Company. 
eyed bear named Gladly." The trIP IS open to !llembers. of 
Mother: "Are you sure?" the Beardwood ChemIcal SOCIety 
Willie: "Sure. The first hymn was only. The group plans to leave at 
called "Gladly the Cross I'd 12 :30 p:~. Any Beardwood mem-
Bear! " 
• 
A lectu're is that process whereby 
ide~s pass from the notebook of 
the instructor to the notebook of 
the student without affecting the 
mind of either. 
* * * 
There was a young lady named 
Banker 
Who slept while the ship was at 
anchor. 
Sh'e woke in dismay 
When she heard the mate say, 
"Now hoist the top sheet and 
ber desIrmg to go should contact 
Bill Parr before Thursday, Oct. 23 . 
JRS. HOLD BIRCH BEER BALL 
At the junior class meeting last 
Wednesday, plans were made for 
the Birch Beer ball, held on Fri-
day night. The financial statement 
was presented, and it was decided 
that class dues are to be paid by 
November 3. Class representatives 
in each dormitory will collect them. 
Warren to Address College Students 
spanker." After a long period of apparent 
political silence, Governor Earl 
CAMPUS CHEST CONDUCTS POLL Warren of California is finally pre-
The Campus chest will conduct pared to express his views on the 
a student poll November fourth, 1952 presidential election at a 
This poll will list charitable 01'- Students for Eisenhower rally to be 
ganizations to be considered for in- held at 8 p.m., Octob~r 21. 
clusion in the coming drive. stu- Governor Warren WIll address a 
dents will then be given the oppor-' group of college students from the 
tunity to chose the organizations Philadelphia area at Town. hall, 
which they would like included. 150 North Broad Street, Philadel-
A goal will be set for each class phia, where he ~i1l .not ~l1:ly be 
to stress class competition. These prepared to e,,:plam hl5 decl5I~n to 
goals will be based on class mem- come to the aId of General Eisen-
bershlp. hower, but. will also. be ready to 
The Campus chest committee is answer varIOUS qu~stLOns that m3:Y 
now aSSigning solicitors for the be presented to hIm by the audl-
campaign which is planned for ence. 
November 17 to 26. There is no ch~rge, for this affair 
Purposes of the organizations to and an opportumty 15 presented to 
be considered for inclusion in the all students Vlho have ~ny inter-
campus chest drive will be explain- est in the present campaIgn to dis-
ed in the November 3 issue of the cover new facts or to have old 
Weekly. questions answered for them, 
---
THE URSINUS WEEKLY 
AMIDST THE MADDING CROWD 
Affair in Wis. 
by Richard Richter '53 
It is perhaps too late in the cam-
paign to talk about principles. We 
can hardly expect principles to 
keep up their shining force through 
these muddy October days. Never-
theless, they are important, and a 
word about them is not out of 
order. 
I have in mind General Eisen-
hower's compromise with Senator 
McCarthy. Now, even Ike's bitter-
est enemies are reluctant to call 
him a man of dishonor, Popular 
opinion of him is extremely high, 
as the large crowds that come out 
to pay him homage attest. He is a 
man who has already won great-
ness in the best sense of the word, 
He is popularly a man of unques-
t ioned honor, 
PEACE WITH JOE 
Despite this, however, questions 
arose in the minds of many when 
Ike went to Wisconsin a couple of 
weeks ago and made his peace with 
Joe McCarthy. Ike's statements in 
Wisconsin raised doubts - doubts , 
unfortunately, about principles. 
Said Ike: "His (McCarthy's) pur-
pose and mine of ridding the 
Government of incompetence, dis-
loyalty and , .. subversion are one 
and the same and the differences 
have nothing to do with the end 
result," 
In other words, if Ike were Presi-
dent, he would not object to Mc-
Carthy's methods of catching com-
munists. Here is the spectacle of 
the honored man of principle fav-
oring the unprincipled man and 
his dishonorable acts. 
It is pointless to list all the things 
McCarthy stands for - or rather, 
doesn't stand for. But his most re-
cent escapade will serve as an 
example of the kind of thing Ike 
will not object to. Speaking to a 
LasVegas, Nevada, audience, Joe 
called a local publisher an ex-
communist. The accused man hap-
pened to be in the audience, and 
he immediately stood up and asked 
to be given a chance to answer the 
charge. Joe dodged the question and 
when his speech was over left , the 
auditorium immediately. His ac-
cusation went unanswered. It hap-
pens that the publi6her's paper is 
supporting the Democratic sena-
torial candidate in Nevada. This, 
apparently, is one of the differ-
ences that have nothing to do with 
the end result. 
CAUSE FOR CONCERN 
Ike stands for many things. He 
stands for a change, Jess big gov-
ernment, states rights, economy 
and all that. These things taken 
together may well outweigh his 
concession to McCarthy. Joe is, af-
tel' all, only one issue, and a rela-
tively minor one at that, or is he? 
Aren't the unprincipled methods 
for which he stands an ugly denial 
of something big and great in 
American life? And isn't it really 
cause for more than a little con-
cern that the Republican candidate 
for President of the U.S. does not 
reject those methods? 
Etiquette Part of 
Frosh Orientation 
MONDAY, OCTOBER 20,1952 
Student Union Data Released 
. 
Here is the information concerning the Student Union which we 
promised, in last week's issue of the WeekJy, to publish this week. 
Last year, the president of the Men's Student counCil, Tom Davis 
'52, received a letter from Vice-President Helfferich, setting forth a 
plan by which the necessary money could be collected. The letter is 
quoted in its entirety: 
"Dear Tom: 
Several times during the year the students have expressed the wish 
to help the Board of Directors to provide additional recreation rooms 
in the southern part of the basement of Bomberger hall. This generous 
interest is commendable, and I am certain that the Board of Directors 
will welcome students' help. 
The Directors with whom I have discussed the matter have sug-
gested that the students give a specific sum for this purpose, that 
the Board not only make the space available, but also provide the 
additional funds necessary for the alterations, decoration, and fur-
nishing of the rooms. It is estimated that the total cost will be about 
eight thousand dollars. It has been suggested-and I am willing to 
recommend-that the Board of Directors vote to proceed with this 
work as soon as the classes of 1952, 1953, 1954 and 1955 contribute to 
the Treasurer of Ursinus college a total of six thousand dollars. This 
arrangement I believe will enable us very soon to begin this work. 
I w~h to take this opportunity to thank all the students who have 
taken so helpful an interest in this worthwhile project. 
Sincerely yours, 
D. L. Helfferich". 
Most of the students in the four classes of last year donated their 
breakage fees. The following is the list of pledges as taken from cards 
and lists submitted to the treasurer's office: 
Class of 1952 - 162 x $10.00 .. ................. $1,620.00 
Less Breakage Assessments ....... ........ 52.01 
1,567.99 
Class of 1953 - 123 x $10.00 ................................................ 1,230.00 
Class of 1954 - 136 x $10.00 ...... .............. , .. .... ............ .......... 1,360.00 
Class of 1955 - 136 x $10.00 ........ ... ................................ ..... 1,360.00 
The total is $5,517.99. Subtracting this from $6,000, leaves a sum 
of $482.01, which must still be collected. 
by Evelyn Scharf '53 
Autumn with its brilliant display of colors really seems to bring 
out the nature-lover in some of our fellow students. We know of two 
coeds who disappeared on an extended field trip only to reappear a few 
hours later clutching a bunch of wilted posies and wildly exulting over 
a twig of honeysuckle. (Anyway, that's how they identified it). And 
with a Yost test in the offing! Tsk,' tsk. Maybe they plan ot take ad-
vanced botany for hours, come spring. 
Can't remember when we've seen the dining room as empty as it 
was this week-end. The Y retreat must have had a terrific turnout. 
Of course, there are always those who prefer home-cooking on week-
ends, regardless. 
Just a few notes concerning the current political scene. For 
Adlai supporter~r, for that matter, for those who aren't sure 
what the man from Illinois reaJly looks Iik~we suggest a sojourn 
up to the Pol Sci office. But prepare yourself first; it's a gigantic 
poster. And a word of advice to Ike-rooters. Don't offer persons of 
voting age an "I Like Ike" cigarette; you're likely to alienate them 
from vour cause. 
Weli, Old Timers' day will soon be here and gone. It has all the 
makings of a typical rah-rah college Big Week-end or, to be more 
exact, Big Day. Oh, those hunger pangs when we rememb er the Junior-
Frosh breakfast. Despite the hour, we must admit it was the one 
breakfast we really enjoyed. And let's hope we can repeat this week-
end's victory - there's the added compensation of no Monday classes. 
Or are we offending the serious UC students? 
Just a final note. Honest, it doesn't hurt to give a pint of 
blcod. Why don't you prove it to yourself this Wednesday? 
, 
Over 75 Students Attend Y Retreat 
by Charles Haverstick '54 
Service was the basis for the var- programs to be worked out at the 
iety of plans made by the YM- meetings this Wednesday at 6:45 
YWCA led by Ken Weisel '53 and in Bomberger. The Student Worship 
Joan Kacik '54 at the annual fall commission announced that Dr, 
retreat held at Camp Fernbrook Yost will be their active advisor 
this past week-end. Over 75 re- this semester. Their plans include 
treaters came back to campus with church visitations. Bible study 
zest to materialize the plans.' class, ReligiOUS Emphasis day, Ad-
Of particular importance in the vent services. The vespers yester-
Christian association's new pro- day were led by Betsy Broadhead. 
grams is the work day planned in Elwood Williams spoke on Creation 
the ne,ar future to support the and Bob Creigler offered special 
campus chest. Extensive discussion music. A hymn sing ~s. schedu~ed 
Jen Price '54 and Paul Shilling- was given in an effort to improve by next Sunday. PohtlCal actlO.n 
ford '54 jOintly presented the topic the Professor's panel and Fireside made plans for a campus presl-
"Techniques of Good Manners" at chats. dential election October 30. Cam-
the freshmen orientation meeting The improved Freshmen orienta- pus affairs gave full support to the 
held on October 15. The proverb tion and the doggie roast rally drive for blood on Wednesday. Pro-
"Do unto others as you would have were hailed as successes and are to jects of Social Resp0nsibmties in-
othe~s do unto .you" was greatl~ em- be repeated with minor improve- clude work week-ends in Philadel-
phaslzed at thIS fifth o! a ser.les of ments next year. Saturday evening phia and Limerick. 
talks, the last of WhICh will be the commissions set up long range 
given November 12, by Dr. M. W. ,============== 
Armstrong. F d d 1698 E tabUshed 1701 Dormitory manners was the first oun e s 
subject to be discussed. Here the PERKIOMEN BRIDGE HOTEL 
boys were given helpful tips to be "Oldest Hotel in America" 
used when calling on a girl; the Banquets & Parties 
girls were reminded to be prompt. Private Dining Rooms 
Relaying telephone messages both Phone 9511 Collegeville, Pa. 
accurately and promptly was an-
other good dormitory manner men-
tioned. In the dining room.z man-
ners begin as soon as you enter. 
Above all, remember to be patient 
and courteous at the table. 
Now selling Shellenberger's Candy 
CREAM PUFFS Wed: & Fri. 
"THE BAKERY" 
CollegevWe 
473 Main street 
SUPERIOR TUBE CO. 
RAHNS GRILLE 
From a snack to a 
Full Course Dinner 
Dolly Madison Ice Cream 
Closed Mondays 
Television Phone: CoIl. 2551 
Because of the Founders' day ex-
ercises held on October 22, there 
will be no freshmen orientation 
meeting that week. On October 28, 
Tuesday, the sixth topiC. 'Adminis-
tration and Finance" WIll be con-
ducted by D. L. Helfferich. 
MEET and EAT 
Shop at the new 
COLLEGEVILLE SUPER MARKET 
Plenty of free parking 




First Avenue & Main Street, Collegeville 
Ne6ttr Closed 
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Old Timers' D~y Not N~w; IUrsinus Viewed Dr .. Yost M~r~s College Boards; 
Football .Stories of Past By Freshman Umque Markmg System Shown 
Old Timel's' Day, October 29, 1921. 
All over campus today the gradu-
ates of Ursinus college have been 
enjoying the girls' Temple-Ursinus 
hoc.key game, the special dollar 
dinner, the football game and the 
masked ball which is exclusively 
for the benefit of the 1952 Ruby. 
Today, thirty-one years later, 
that same tradition is in effect 
with some new additional features 
such as the frosh-junior breakfast 
held each year during the morning 
in the college woods for the big 
and little sisters, the Alumni-
Ursinus soccer game, and the sor-
ority luncheons. 
The good old football game still 
continues, but with a new team 
each year. This year Ursinus meets 
Swarthmore on Patterson field for 
the thirty-first "Old Timers' Day." 
As a climax for the day's activities 
the Varsity club will hold a dance 
in the Thompson-Gay gymnasium 
in the evening. On Sa:turday morn-
ing the girls will decorate their 
dorms in competition for the 
trophy which is now held by Dur-
yea hall, the winner of last year's 
contest. 
Forward Pass Invented 
Since the main part of "Old 
Timer's Day" is the athletics it is 
only fitting that former prominent 
Ursinus football players recall the 
days when the athletes lived and 
ate in Highland hall, which was 
located in Trappe and still stands 
today. It was during this time that 
the late Dr. John B. Price is said to 
have invented the forward pass in 
football here on the Ursinus cam-
pus. 
Before 1921 a building was 
erected on the campus for all of 
the athletes. It was called the 
Thompson Field cage and consisted 
of one small building commonly 
known today as the boys' locker 
room. The Field cage was named 
THE SUNNYBROOK BALLROOM 
Pottstown, Pa. 
Featuring: SAT., OCT. 25th 
VAUGHN MONROE 
after Robert W. Thompson, an Ur-
sinus football star, who choked to 
death in the dining hall follOwing 
a meal. He had just recovered from 
diptheria when the tragedy occur-
red. 
In future years the Thompson 
Field cage was enlarged to the size 
it is today. The new addition to 
the building was named after an-
other Ursinus football star, George 
Gay, who broke his neck while 
playing in a game. From this time 
on it has been known as the 
Thompson-Gay gymnasium. 
Army Nearly Beaten 
Great were the teams which Ur-
sinus played in the old timers' days 
-Rutgers, Army, Navy, and Penn 
State to mention a few. In 1927 Ur-
sinus almost defeated an Army 
eleven. Gaining confidence in them-
selves, the ' Ar_my varsity left the 
game, got dressed, and went up to 
the bleachers and sat with their 
girls. Within one period of this in-
cident the varsity was frantically 
called back into the game by their 
coach. Naturally, Army won 21-17. 
Many of the "Old Timers" will 
recall the time when Rutgers and 
Navy were beaten by Ursinus. In 
1917 Ur~inus played Villanova who 
was the proud possessor of two all-
American players. The game ended 
up with a 0-0 tie. The first unde-
feated Ursinus team was the team 
of 1902. At another time Ursinus 
beat an Albright team which had 
been undefeated up until that time. 
Dead Ball 
One game of spectacular inter-
est was the Ursinus-Lafayette 
game a few years ago. In the last 
minutes of play an Ursinus man 
took the ball and swept over the 
goal for an Ursinus touchdown 
which put the bears out in fl'ont-
but, the referees got together and 
said that the goal was not allowed. 
It was a sad night in Collegeville, 
for as the Ursinus player had 
passed over the goal, the ball had 
collapsed in his hand! 
Le-t's hope that such misfortunes 
by Nan Carson '56 Doctor Calvin D. Yost has been the College. He was invited. the 
We freshmen are a species of going to Princeton university since same year and has been invited 
lower animals, distinguishable 1947 to mark College Board Exam- every year since. 
chiefly by dinks, name tags, a inations. These examinations are For the past three years Dr. Yost 
blank expression and a greenish has been a table leader. The read-
cast about the face. Sophs look given in March on a Saturday. The ers sit seven at a table including 
down on us, juniors pity us, seniors readers, as the people who mark the table leader~ The leader passes 
ignore us, but we think we're pretty the examinations are called, begin judgement on a question and checks 
important people. t· th d d the work of the other readers. 
a arnve e same ay, an on The leader tries to get everyone to 
We didn't always think so. Our Sunday morning they begin their read the same way, Le., to all make 
fil'st day at Ursinus was pretty work. First of all they are instruct- the same correction. 
grimd · wef eyed the othefrlfretSthment' e~ and pre-tested on ways of mark- Each reader has a number so rna e a ew unsuccess u a emp s that the leader always knows who 
at conversation, wrote pitiful let- ing. Their minds and thoughts, as has marked the paper. This also 
tel's to anyone whose address we to marking, are more or less regi- helps the Board to see who is most 
knew and generally felt miserable. meqted so that any two people reliable, and thus who will return 
We would have given anything to correcting the same paper would the next year. The most import-
go home The next few days were give the same grade. The readers 
. ant job of the leader is to try to dismal. The most frequent remark are given sample tests and in- get the readers to grade in the 
wherever freshmen were found was, structed to mark them. In this same way. Last year the reliability 
"I wish I were a sophomore," usu- way a reliability average for mark- was 97.3%. That means that a 
ally uttered in an unhappy mono- ing is secured on the pre-test. little over 2.5% were marked dit-
tone. During these days we were English Tests Marked ferently or that there was disagree-
shown everything, everywhere and Most of us have taken the Eng- ment on that portion of marking. 
everyone. Rules were explained, !ish composition or sub-test of the This seems almost phenomenal 
directions were given. We remem- College Board Examinations. Few since many of us know that not 
bered nothing, and bedeviled upper of us realize or care how they are even two professors here at U.C. 
classmen with questions, "How do marked. The College boards as a will mark the same composition 
I ... ?", "Where is the ... ?", whole are marked by machine. The alike. 
"What do I ... ?". We attended only. exception t? this rule is the The work is very much routine, 
teas, dances, conducted tours and EnglIsh CompOSItIOn test. Every . but it can be fun. It is interesting 
orientation meetings which only year in March a group of appl'oxi- if you like language and testing. 
frightened us. These affairs didn't mately 70 men gather in Prince- Thel'e must be something to it be-
particularly help us, but they took ton to mark these sub-tests. These cause Dr. Yost is going back again 
time which would otherwise have men are college professors and this year. 
been devoted to moping and home- teachers of prep and high schools. ______ _ 
sickness. Most of them are from New Eng-
We soon found out that the land; the other from the Middle 
other frosh were as shy and green Atlantic states, a few from the 
as we. We became accustomed to south and west, the farthest west 
college life aI)d gradually learned being Minnesota. 
NOTICE! 
If thel'e is anyone who would 
like to purchase a 1952 Ruby 
please contact Evelyn Scharf. 
our way around the campus. These tests come from all over 
Classes started and books were the country and some from over- Atlantic Gas & Oils - Lubrication 
bought. The dorms were full of seas. Last March there were 27,000 Lee Tires - Exide Batteries 
freshmen talking, eating and mak- papers to be marked. Minor Repairs 
ing several desultory attempts to The marking period usually lasts WEISER'S ATLANTIC SERVICE 
study. We criticized the food, the six days, from Sunday to Friday af-
profs and anything else we hap- ternoon. The seven hour day is 460 Main st. ph. 2371 Collegeville 
pened to think of. divided into four pel·iods. However, 
Customs came. The campus was sometimes the marking period does COLLE-GEVILLE NATIONAL BANK-
disfigured by herds of bedinked, not run so long; othet times, as af-
betagged and bewildered frosh. ter the war when the GI's were 
Sophs hounded us with outlandish entering college, the marking pel'-
requests and yells of "Square the iods lasted longer. 
dink," and "Where's your name I Chosen by College Board 
tag," In spite of it all, it was fun. The readers are chosen by the 
Control your cash with a 
Special Checking Account. 
Protect your valuables in 
a Safe Depos1t Box. 
JIMMY'S DAIRY BAR 
Zeps - Hot Dogs - Steaks 
Hamburgers 
and his orchestra 
do not overcome the 1952 football 
team so that when Old Timers' day 
rolls around this Saturday, it may 
be memorable not only for the 
many renewed friendshifls, but also 
for a thrilling, successful sixty I minute~ on the gridiron. 
----------------------------~----
After two weeks, the friendliness College board. When a new school 
and helpfulness of students and or new college enters the board, 
teachers made us feel at home. they are permitted to nominate 
The general consensus among someone as a reader. This does not 
freshmen was that if Ursinus is necessarily mean that the person 
not all w~ might have hoped for, nominated will be chosen. In 1947 
it is certainly much better than when Ursinus joined the College 
we had expected. bd'al'ds, Dr. Yost was nominated by 
This advertisement, when presented 
to Jimmy, is good for 1/3 off on 
any sandwich. 
1st Ave., next to Bridge Hotel 
000 mat onlY 71me Will Jell · • 





B .M.O.C. AROUND 
HERE;! 
(!)NLY TIME WILL TeLL ABOUT A FRATERNITyl 
AND ONl.Y TIME WIL.L.. TEL.L ABOUT A CIGARETTE! 
TAKe )t)UR TIME ... MAKE 'THE SENSlat=. 3D-DAY 
CAMEL.. MILDNSSS Tf:ST. ~~E HOW CAMELt:> SUIT 
YOU AS YOUR STENJ( SMot<E 1 
CAMEL leads all other. brands 
• & • • • 
BOY; DOTHE 
WOMEN GO FOR. 
A 1T'r 
SQUARE! 







by billions of cigarettes per year! 
Test sa 
-fOr30~a~ 
lOr Mildn,. and Flavor 
CAMELS are America's most pop-
ular cigarette'. To find out why, 
test them as your steady .smoke. 
Smoke only Camels for thirty days. 
See how rich and flavorful they are 
- pack after pack! See how mikl 
CAMELS are - week after week! 
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by Pat Garrow '54 
One man's glory is another man's you wouldn't be far from wrong. 
shame. But probably the less said She never gives up without a try, 
about the East Stroudsburg game even if they do bounce. 
My roommate and I spent an 
the better. What one person would hour one evening last week trying 
call an alibi, another would call an to think of an appropriate name 
A-1 reason for an unexpected loss, for this column. After trying and 
even such a loss. discarding all sorts of tricky titles, 
she came up with the winner, a 
When a team can come back to really simple thing she had been 
pull one game out of the fue in the thinking of all night. So thanks, 
last six minutes, and then lose the Ruthie Reed, Mmmmm, you're a 
next by an overwhelming score, good girl! 
then you feel entitled to an ex- A lot of credit goes to Blanche 
. Schulz for her efforts in taking 
planatIOn. over the hockey team during the 
I asked for and got an explana- I absence of Miss Snell, who sudden-
tion, but it isn't printable. Iy flew to Nebraska last week to 
The second half of the 1952 Belles care for her mother, who is very 
is made up of several seniors, a ill. 
host of underclassmen and a few At noon the day of the Swarth-
freshmen. After winni~g their first more game, Miss Snell receiv~d 
game, 1-0, the most successful half word from hom.e. And ~o MISS 
of Ursinus' women's teams deserves Schulz stepped m and gUIded the 
an introduction. team to their miraculous tie with 
Ursinus Jayvees 
Ursinus jayvees have a reputa-
tion for winning and often have 
undefeated seasons. It may be that 
the coaches spend more time with 
their teams than most schools, or 
it may be that we have superior 
material. But whatever the season, 
we do have winning junior varsi-
ties. 
Newly-wed Jane Platt Brederton 
took over the jayvees this year and 
up to now has been successful. 
Leading her team on the field is 
captain Sara Parent, left inner. 
Sal is well-known to Ursinus bas-
ketball fans and will captain that 
sport this winter. Out of action last 
year because of a broken wrist, 
Sara will add her speed and fight 
to a potentially powerful team. 
Junior Joan Leet is holding down 
the right wing position. This is 
Joan's thil:d year on the squad. 
Originally she was a halfback, but 
this year she was transferred to 
the forward wall. 
Her running mate at right inner 
is Rose Reiniger. Also a backfield 
player, little Rosie has added her 
speed and experience to the at-
tack. 
Freshman Handles Center 
Freshman Pat Condon, who drives 
in the style of Audrey Rittenhouse, 
handles the important center for-
wal'd post. Her main attributes are 
fight in the striking circle and her 
solid drives for the goal. She cap-
tained her high school team. 
Swartflmore. 
A graduate of Ursinus, Blanche 
is now teaching mathematics. Af-
ter hours she often shows up at 
practice to get a little exercise. 
She's a right wing. 
I mistal{enly implied that Robin 
Blood was a phys-edder. But the 
varsity center half is actually an 
English major. However, whether 
she likes it or not, she'll hear the 
following phrase until she is grad-
uated: "I always thought you were 
a phys-edder." 
Scoring for the season now 
stands at one each for Audrey Rit-
tenhouse, Ruth Heller, and Adele 
Boyd. Sal Parent has the lone jay-
vee marker. 
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INTRAMURAL SCHEDULE 
Tues. , Oct. 14-
Curtis vs. Off Campus 
(724-Fetterolf) 
Brodbeck vs. Freeland 
Thurs., Oct. 16-
Den vs. Stine 
Curtis vs. Freeland 
Mon., Oct. 20-
Off Campus vs. Derr 
Stine vs. Brodbeck 
Wed., Oct. 22-
Curtis vs. Stine 
Freeland vs. Off Campus 
Tues., Oct. 28-
Brodbeck vs. Derr 
Off Campus vs. Stine 
Thurs., Oct. 30-
Curtis vs. Brodbeck 
Freeland vs. Derr 
Wed., Nov. 5-
I - - I 
I Hockey T earn Loses I 
I 
I To E. Stroudsburg 
East Stroudsburg handed the 
Belles an 8-1 defeat Wednesday on 
the opponent's field as Ruth Heller 
scored the only Ursinus goal. 
Handicapped by a rough terrain, 
the absence of their coach, and 
only four returnees from the previ-
ous season, the Belles failed to 
show the style of play which netted 
them a 3-3 tie with Swarthmore 
five days before. 
Midway through the first half, 
Ruth Heller's weak drive dribbled 
across the goal line for the Belles' 
first and last score. Off 'Campus vs. Brodbeck 
Stine vs. Freeland A well coordinated unit, the East 
T N 11 Stroudsburg squad played an ex-ues., ov. -
Curtis vs. Den cellent field game. Several of their 
Th N 13- goals were excellentl while others urs., ov. 
Rained out games should never have been scored. The 
T N 18 entire team stopped many drives in ues., ov. - . . t b Second Place vs. Third Place mid-all' as hey ounced over the 
Th N 20 unlevel playing field. -urS., ov. -
Championship Game Merrifield, lw; B~yd, li; Ritten-
Game time: 3:45. house, cf; Heller, 1'1; Abrahamson, 
Game forfeited if at least 8 play- rw; H~ines, lh; Blo.od, ch; Reeser, 
ers are not present by 4:15. Th; Seifert, rf; LumlS, If; Bauser, g. 
COLLEGVILLE INN DINING ROOM 
Former Kopper Kettle 
management. 
Phone: Coli. 4236 
A. W. Z I M MER MAN 
Jeweler 
339 Main st., Collegeville ph. 5171 
Jewelry Gifts China 
Glassware 
Small Electric Appliances 
Sub.-Price. Scoring-Heller, 1. 
" QUINNIES " 
FOODS - WINES - LIQUORS 
From a Sandwich to a Meal 
Ridge Pike, 1 mi. E. of Collegeville 
Phone: ColI. 2381 
Yarns - Notions - Cards 
COLLEGEVILLE 
BEAUTY AND GIFT SHOP 
478 Main st., Collegeville, Pa. 
Phone 6061 Iona C. Schatz 
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NELSON'S DAIRIES 
Norristown, Pa. 
Skirts - Sweaters - Blouses 
Socks Hose 
Diana's Fem & Tot Shoppe 
347 Main Street 
Collegeville, Pa. 
OLD MILL INN 
STEAKS CHOPS 
SEAFOOD 
Phone: Schwenksville 2811 
COLLEGE CUT· RATE 
5th Ave. & Main st. 
.. + 
"AT THE CROSSROADS" 
CLAUDE'S TONSORIAL PARLOR 
313 Main st. 
<Barbershop quartets invited) 
We'll clip you and send you away 
looking as smooth as a Hollywood 
hero. 
Claude T. Moyer Sr., HeaJi Clipper 
I Claude T. Jr., Asst. Head Clipper 
Service with or without our com-
ments on the prospects of the 
Bear teams, how tough the exams 
are, or other world problems. 
At left wing is another "wearer 
of the green". Nesta Lewis played 
four years of hockey, basketball, 
and softball at Chatham, N. J., 
high school and several as captain 
of two varsity teams. Her other 
half is a twin sister, Nancy. 
REFER LUCKIES 
COLLEGE STUDENTS P . 
. IN NATION-WIDE SURVEY. Alberta Barnhart graduated to 
the jayvees from the third team. 
When Barney arrived at Ursinus, 
she had never played hockey. Her 
improvement might seem impos-
sible to anyone but those who know 
her, Lou (she has several names) 
possesses a hard dl'ive. 
Sophomore Barbara Rack holds 
down the center half slot. Her stick 
work and positioning give her the 
qualities a good center half needs. 
Quiet Bobbie Harris fills the 
other halfback position. Her de-
termination characterizes her play, 
and since her recent promotion 
from the third team proving 
grounds, this likable sophomore 
has played only when a varsity sub 
has not taken over. 
Senior Rosa Rapp occupies the 
right fullback post. A veteran of 
four campaigns, Rappy has the ex-
perience and added technique to 
back up the halfback line. She is 
varsity basketball manager. 
Starting another season at left 
full is junior Nancy Laib. From the 
time she was a freshman, Nancy 
has shown exceptional ability and 
endurance. 
Goalie Position Responsible 
The most responsible position on 
the team, the one in which you get 
no second chance, is that of goalie. 
Jen Price spent two years season-
ing on the third team and moved 
up to her pre.sent standing this 
year. You might say she throws 
her entire self into her work, and 
PEACOCK GARDENS 
Luncheons - Dinners - Cocktails 
Late Snacks 
"Banquets for all occasions" 
Open every day 




more smokers pre er 
actual, student 
survey based ·on Nation-wide 
revealS 1 
80 leading colleges wide margin. No. 
and bY a 
ny other cigarette -~ Survey alsO shOWS 
than a better taste. 
reason given 
__ Luckies' colleges 
smokers in these 
brands combined. . ed tar more LuckY strike ga~n ~ 
other principal 
the nation's twO than STUDENTS! 
, Mail your LuckY 
, Hurry! Hurry· $25 for every Hur~Y' ~ingles. We pay ~ingles Str1ke J Send as manY J kY 
one we ~~~~ to: Happy-G~-L~~y.' 
as yoU 67 New york 4 , 
P.O. Bolt , 
LUCKIES TASTE BETTER! 
FOR A CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER SMOKE 
Be Happy-GO 
• C A. T. co.l~~lllllllli~PRODUCT OP ,::J;&, ~ti£.aM.7'~ AM •• ICA'. UAD1NQ IIAIIUPACTvua OP C:laAa&~ 
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BearsRoutHa verford 19-0; Swarthmore Here 
Glock, Swett Score Fourth On Alumni Day 
by Dick Bowman '55 by Ted Wenner '53 
Brilliant Halfback and Rangy End Remain Tied for Season 
Honors; Schwenk, Maliken, and Conti Standouts 
An explosive offense which erupt- a decieving double reverse with 
ed in the Ursinus-Drexel game I Ben Maliken carrying the pigskin, 
continued to roll last Saturday, and the stocky fullback raced 
this time taking the toll of ar be- around the left end and was sprung 
wlldered Haverford eleven that was loose when Dick Glock threw a 
noticeably stunned by the Bear's three-man block on the 27 yard 
overpowering ground game and line line. Bill Fynon's conversion gave 
play. Running from their new found the Bears a 7-0 lead. 
short-punt formation, the Bears The second period opened with 
put on a dazzli.ng display of re- ~n exchange of punts, finally leav-
verses and straIght lme .smashes mg the ball on the Ursinus eight 
and utilized effectively the passing yard line from where the Grizzlies 
of Dick Glock to hand host Haver- crushed the Fords with a sustained 
ford their third defeat, 19-0. For 92 yard drive. Dan Schwenk pre-
the Bears it was the first victory in I sen ted the impact when on an off-
three starts. tackle slant from the Bear's 19 
Ursin us was never in danger af- yd. line, the powerful back, appar-
ter their first score late in the first ently stopped on the line of scrim-
period when fullback Ben Maliken mage, spun lo~se .and !aced 31 
took a reverse and with the aid of yards to .the mIdfield stnpe before 
a. tremendous block by Dick Glock, being broug'ht down. Conti, Sch-
raced 31 yards into the end zone. wenk .. and Glock teamed up on 
From this point, the Bears' brilliant runmng plays to advance the Bears 
forward wall pounded the Fords to the Have~ford 21. After a Glock 
into submission with quick open- to Swett aenal had moved the ball 
lng off-tackle slants. to the nine, Dick GI~ck broke off-
Therein was the story of the tackle and bulled hIS way across 
game as captain "Rocky" Davis, the .last stripe. Bill Fynon's con-
Jolrn Anderson, and Bob Swett verSlOn was blocked. 
opened gaping holes for fullback Swett Scores Fourth 
Dan Schwenk, who played the best With a comfortable 13-0 lead 
game of his career with 95 yards in against a rather inept Haverford 
eleven carries. On the opposite side offense, the Bears settled for a 
of the line, Marty Boyer, Tap We~b, punting duel in the third period, 
and Dick Sharpe sprung the bnl- even though their gr.ounq game far 
liant John Conti loose for gains overshadowed their lesser oppon-
which earned him 76 yards in 11 ents, 
carries. Early in the final period, Al 
outstanding defenseive effots Paolone ~ngineered a 20 yd. return 
were numerous as Paul Schwab, of a Haverford punt, giving the 
Orin Houser, and Frank Kolp Bears a first down on the • Ford's 
harassed the center of the line, 42, from where Dan Schwenk, on 
while Herb Bennett roamed far and two consecutive line smashes, car-
wide to make tackles from his ried 8 and 24 yards to the 10 yd. 
backer-up position. Once again, line. 
Jim Grove~, a fr.es?man defensive I After three line plays failed to 
end, played a brilhanj. and steady gain any appreciable gain, Dick 
game. I Glock tossed a fourth down aerial 
Perhaps one of the most out- into the waiting arms of Bob Swett 
standing features of the offense , who gathered in his fourth TD of 
which totaled 287 yards on the · the season to tie him with Glock 
ground in 49 running plays was the for the team's leading scorer. 
outstanding downfield bl~c~ing, i? In the closing minutes of the 
particular by John ContI, who IS quarter, Haverford made their only 
fast earning himsel~ recognit~on as I serious bid for a score from the Ur-
one of the outstandmg backs m the I sinus 11 yd. line, but a stubborn 
district. I defensive line thwarted the Fords 
,Maliken Scampers 31 I and the Bears regained possession 
The BealS struck for their first lion their own 5 yard line. 
TD in the first period on an 81 Ursinus Lineup 
yard drive. The first break of the ENDS-' Groves, Houser, Swett, 
game came when Ursinus was faced Sharpe. 
with a third and eight situation TACKLES-Schwab, Boyer, Davis, 
on their own twenty yard line where I Blanzaco. 
Dick Glock attempted a long pass I GUARDS-Bennett, Kulp, Ander-
to Dick Sharpe, who made a grab, son, Webb. 
of the sphere on the 45 after a CENTER-Speaker, Aucott. 
Haverford defender, attempting to I BACKS-Maliken, Conti, Roberts, 
make an interception, deflected it I' PaoJone, Titus, Glock, Neborak, 
high in the air. After an offside Fynon, Schwentk, Totino, TOy. 
penalty, Glock connected for a ten ' Ursinus ...................... 7 6 0 6-19 
arder and John Conti broke off- Haverford .................. 0 0 0 0- 0 
ackle to the F6rd's thirty-one Touchdowns - Maliken, Swett, 
yard line. The next play called for I Glock. 
akermen Tie Mules 3-3 
T ait' s Last Minute Goal 
by Dick Guldin '55 
A scrappy and determined soc- as their well-knit plays began to 
team opened' their season last I click and before the close of the 
. . . period, their stinging offense had 
WIth a thrIllmg 3-3 stale- b d home three goals to take 
'th . ange WI Muhlenberg, m a game the lead. 
Bakerm~n . came within a I The fourth period began as a 
of wmmng. Although the desperate battle to regain the ad-
r~ven:ed against. them, the: vantage taken away and finally, 
Inspll'ed play m the first midway in the fourth period, cap-
had gained them a 2-0 le~d, I tain Gordon Tait banged home the 
to have the up-staters drIve! tying goal on a penalty shot: Neith-
three goals in the third· er team was able to dent the nets 
and desperately thwart an I for the remainder of the period 
comeback, until Gordon and the game moved into extra 
banged home a tying goal. periods, but the weary booters were 
..... ,." •• ,.; the game on a fast note, unable to find the range and the 
:Belars' passing and hustle'\hrew I Bears had to settle for a tie. 
hosts oft-balance and it was- Ursin us ............ 1 1 0 1 0 0-3 
before Bear ace Larry Muhlenberg .... 0 0 3 0 0 0-3 
banged home the :first Lineup: T. Ely, lw; L. Zartman, 
of the game. A stubborn de- it; E. Dawkins, cf; J. Bright, ri; 
continued' to throw back D. Foreman, rw; F. Fellows, lhb; 
~ltJerllP and break up possible M. Aden, chb; G. Taft, rhb; G. Cox, 
plays, Ed Dawkins, Jim 'I lfb ; H. Davis, db; B. Eddy, g. 
Boward Davis, and Gordon Subs: Arbeloa, Williams. 
broke through the 
alt;lUllpts to engineer a 
~~, ..... & .. second period, fresh-
Ely netted a goal 
~l!tt of the posts and UJ'-
a -S:iomLlIUlW(J,mg 2-0 lead. 
period, 
IQlllDa the-range 
EXPERT SHOE REPAIR SERVICE 
Lots of ~lleage left In your old 
Shoes-have them repaired at 
LEN'S SHOE REPAIR SHOP 
(Opposite American store) 
Main street Conegevllle 
Since the Ursinus scoring punch 
clicked so well against the Fordian 
eleven Saturday, victory number 
two of the current campaign should 
; 
fill the record books following next 
week's Homecoming day clash with 
Swarthmore. Over the years the 
Garnet holds the edge in victories, 
twenty-six to twelve, with one tie. 
However, Ursinus has taken the 
last two contests, turning back the 
visitors, 25-20. on their own field 
last year, and 35-14 the year before. 
To date Swarthmore has split in 
two games, dropping their season's 
opener to Susquehanna 24-20, and 
edging Hamilton 33-26. The Bears 
dropped their inaugural test to 
Susquehanna 16-0, lost a heart-
breaker to Drexel 47-39, and trounc-
ed Haverford 19-0. -
Leading the Swarthmore attack 
will be end and co-captain Bunky 
Blake, wingback and co-captain 
Nick Cusano, and tailback Bill 
Jones, passer and scatback. These 
boys will really have to go some to 
crack the Ursinus defense that set 
Ha verford back on its heels for a 
loss of thirteen yards in the sec-
ond half. The Bears' line was so 
effective on defense that Fordian 
pass-master Teddy Regan was lucky 
to get rid of the ball at all, much 
less hit a receiver. 
It is difficult to pass out indi-
vidual laurels to Grizzly standouts 
in the Haverford contest. Rocky 
Davis, John Anderson, Marty Boy-
er, Frank Kolp and Jimmy Groves 
thundered through the Fords' for-
ward wall so often that the fans 
thought they were part of the home 
team's backfield. Line-backer 1:Ierb 
Bennet's performance was in a class 
by itself. The watch charm guard 
repeatedly made tackles behind 
and over the line of scrimmage. 
Pass defenders Howie Roberts, 
Glen Titus and, Al Paolone com-
pletely throttled the Haverford 
aerial attack. 
On offense, the Grizzlies worked 
from a powerful short kick forma-
tion with Dan Schwenk, Ben Mali-
ken and John Conti cutting and 
grinding through the line and Dick 
Glock passing and sweeping the 
ends. Glock figured in all three 
scoring plays. His pass to the glue-
fingered Bob Swett accounted for 
a TD in the final quarter, and he 
circled his own left end for an-
other score in the second frame. 
He also threw the key block that 
sprung Maliken loose on a beauti-
ful 34 yard double reverse touch-
down sprint in the first quarter. 
Maliken put on an exhibition of 
deception and drive that thrilled 
the entire crowd. He had to fight 
off tacklers from the ten yard 
stripe to paydirt. 
BANNER FOUND 
The Ursinus fightin'est college 
banner, which was stolen again 
sometime after 4: 30 Saturday 
morning, was recovered at the Hav-
erford game Saturday afternoon. 
Many of the fans who viewed the down. Three passes followed, two 
frenzied touchdown parade a week of which were complete and Glock 
ago last Saturday when Drexel top- ended the drive with a 17 yard 
ped the Bears 47-39 were more than scamper into paydirt. This series of 
a bit puzzled at the exceeding plays normally would consume 
length of the second quarter, in about 21'2 minutes. 
particular the last four minutes. With the score 14-13 and what 
As one spectator remarked at the was thought to be about one min-
end of possibly the wildest four ute of playing time left, Drexel's 
minutes in football annals, "What Poe returned the ensuing kick-off 
are they using for a time-piece, back 60 yards to the Bears 35 yard 
an hourglass?" This struck me line from where Gene Hug threw 
funny at the time, but not so at three consecutive complete passes 
the completion of the game and a for a Dragon TD and a 20-13 score. 
glance at the records, I think, gives Glock returned the kickoff to the 
strong evidence that by all rights, 26 yard line and facing a one 
the Ursinus Bears should have touchdown deficit took to the air 
emerged victorious. in the final seconds, but the third 
Although the official in charge of one was picked off by Drexel's 
the timepiece is not available for Shaughnessy and two plays later 
comment or questioning, it is al- Gene Hug passed to Cabis for a 53 
most a foregone conclusion that, yard Dragon score and a 27-13 half-
after he signalled both benches time lead. 
that only four minutes remained It is granted that in this wild ex-
in the half, either he neglected to change, Drexel may have slipped 
look at his watch for quite a spell, their touchdown, which gave them 
or else he forgot to start it. a 20-13 lead, under the four minute 
It was clearly evident in the press wire, but it is practically an im-
box that when said official flashed possibility that their final TD could 
the four minute warning, Ursinus have scored. Had this been the case 
was in possession of the ball on the final score would have read 
their own 33 yard line and trailed Drexel 40, Ursin us 39. But, every-
14-7. In the supposed closing min- one pI'esent at the game will still 
utes of the half, twenty-three plays vouch that a Drexel extra point 
were run off, fifteen of which were conversion in the second half was 
the time consuming type that take a complete miss. To many digni-
an average of 30 seconds each to taries from both schools who were 
execute. sitting behind the goal posts, it 
Here is what is supposed to have was a complete miss, but to one 
consumed only four minutes of official it was good and that is the 
playing time. With Ursinus in pos- way it stood. Take that extra point 
session of the ball, Dick Glock com- away and you have a 39-39 final 
pleted two consecutive passes which score. 
placed the pigskin at midfield. Af- I am not trying to make excuses 
ter an incompletion, Glock circled ' for an Ursinus eleven that deserves 
end to the Drexel 37 and a first all the credit possible for a tre-
Brodbeck and 
Curtis Victors 
mendous game, but my evidence 
clearly pOints out that their efforts 
deserved a1nuch better reward than 
the defeat they suffered. Even 
Drexel coach Eddie Allen was 
prompted to remark, "It was the 
strangest game I ever saw." 
The game is in the books and it 
by Bill Burger '54 is in as a defeat, so there is nothing 
In games Tuesday, October 14, else to be done except take pre-
Curtis opened the intramural sea- caution that something like this 
son by defeating Off-Campus by doesn't happen again. The Bears 
a score of 12 to 6. In the other deserve all the support the students 
game Brodbeck defeated Freeland can give them because of'their tre-
15 to O. Herb Knull caught two mendous showing this year. We 
touchdown passes to account for all have no complaints about the sup-
of Curtis's 12 points. Len Brown port yet, but this Saturday's home 
scored on a pass play for the scrap- game should attract a banner 
py Off-Campus club. John Oziak crowd, rain or shine. The new 
intercepted a stray Freeland pass found scoring machine will throw 
and scored to give Brodbeck its first the records .on the line against a 
score. Ted Wenner later passed to formidable Swarthmore eleven and 
Bob Schwab who ran 30 yards to all indications point to another 
score tt:e second touchdown. George I free scoring thriller. This, plus a 
Sensemg. caught a. pass for the peppery Ursinus band which de-
extra pomt. Later m the game serves a lot of credit for theil' work 
Warren Wheeler caught a Freeland so far will blend to make home-
man behind the goal to score a coming day the most colorful in 
safety for Brodbeck and end the many years. 
scoring for the day. ==============~ On Thursday afternoon, Oct. 16, 
both Derr and Curtis won by for- Dresses 
feit. Games scheduled for Wednes- Suits 




Tuesday, Oct. 21, because of the 
Red Cross bloodmobile and Found-, 
ers' Day exercises. 
THE SARA· LEE SHOP 
554 Main Street, Trappe 
,------------------------------~---------------------
There's lots of excitement 
around the dance floor-greeting 
old friends, making new ones. 
Part of the fun of campus parties. 
is the pause to enjoy a Coke. 





IOITLED UNDER AUTHORITY O' T"I COCA·COLA COMPANY BY 
THE PHILADELPHIA COCA-COLA BO'ITLING CO. 




WAA HOLDS RECEPTION 
FOR FRESHMAN WOMEN 
The Women's Athletic association 
entertained the freshman class at 
its annual reception Monday even-
ing. President Eleanor Unger intro-
duced the members of the council 
and the managers and captains of 
the respective teams. 
A skit organized by Bev Syvert-
sen '54 depicted the various sports 
played at Ursin us. The following 
girls participated: basketball, Kay 
Hood '54 and Joan Leet '54; hockey, 
Ruth Reeser '54 and Joan Strode 
'54; tennis, Bev Syvertsen '54 and 
Nancy Laib '54; swimming, Joan 
Strode '54; and softball, Bobbie 
Harris '55, Phyl Stadler '56, Jen 
Price '54, and Pat Garrow '54. 
The council consists of Eleanor 
Unger '53, president; Marjorie Mer-
rifield '54, vice president; Pat Gar-
row '54, secretary-treasurer; Sara 
Parent '53, Joan Leet '54, and Bob-
bie Harris '55, class representa-
tives; and Marna Feldt '53, Rosa 
Rapp '53, Adele Boyd '53 and Pat 
Garrow '54, varsity managers. 
Bunny Hockenbury '55, chairman 
of the refreshment committee, was 
assisted by Bobbie Harris '55, Mar-
ilyn Freeman '55, Liz Mason '55, 
Barbara Rack '55, Joanne Kuhn 
'55, and Carol Edwards '55. 
Ten New Members 
(Continued from page 1) 
has done most of the writing it-
self because very few members of 
the student body made contribu-
tions. This yeaJ: the literary staff 
hopes to increase interest on cam-
pus and in that way increase the 
number of contributions so that 
the writing will not be limited to 
a small group. 
The art staff of the magazine 
has also been enlarged in order to 
improve covers and illustrations. 
All art work will be done on a 
competitive basis; each member of 
the staff must contribute to the 
publication and the best.works will 
be used. The art staff includes 
MalY Ann Simmendinger '53, Doro-
thy Schultz '54, Mizz Test '54, and 
Barbara Wagner '56, the only fresh-
man on the entire publication. 
The business staff has not had 
any alterations. Ivy Leaman '53 is 
head of this department. 
The final change this year is the 
choice of a new printer in hopes 
that this too will improve the ap-
pearance of the magazine. Chan-
cellor press, Bridgeport, Pa., has 
been selected for this job. 
Many colleges throughout the 
country have outstanding literary 
magazines; Ursinus can have one 
too. Therefore, if you have any 
writing talent, now is the time to 
delve into the literary field. All 
contributions must be submitted 
by October 29 and may be placed 
in the Lantern box in the library or-
handed to a member of the Lan-
tern staff. 
SORORITY RUSHEES 
(Continued rrom page 1) 
Simmendinger, Mary Sprenkle, Kit 
Stewart, Kathleen Wagner, Mary 
Lou Williams, Dorine Witmer, Bar-
bara Van Horn, Fue Lun Wong. 
Kappa Delta K;appa - Barbro 
Bjornsson, Adele Boyd, Jean Camp-
bell. Edie Carier, Joan Compton, 
Liz Conestrina, Jerry Diehl, Glenna 
Geiger, Jean Pleus, "Lynn Pollet, 
Evie Scharf, Janet Vart, Joanne 
Youndt. 
Omega Chi - Lois Carbaugh, 
Thelma Carlin, Joanne Friedlin, 
Mary Ann Helwig, Joan Hitchner, 
Kay Hood, Fran Jahn, Helen Light-
foot, Sallie Lumis, Nan Morrell, 
Barbara Powell, Barbara Roeder, I 
Sally Saltzer, Bertie Scheffler, Re~e I 
Schweitzer, Joan Searfoss, EddIe 
Seifert,. Molly Sharp. 
KING OF PRUSSIA INN 
Dinners from 6:00 to 9:00 
Open every day but Sunday 
Route 422 in Trooper 
Phone: Norristown 5-9993 
FRANK JONES 
ATHLETIC OUTFITTERS 
~8 West Main st. 
Norristown, Pa. 
KENNETH B. NACE 
Complete Automotive Service 




Debating club, 12: 30, rm. 6 
IRC, 7:00, lib. 
Tau Kappa Alpha, 7: 00, lib. 
Newman club, 7 :00, rm. 4 
Beta Sig, Freeland Reception rm. , 
10:30 
Tuesday-
Varsjty soccer, Lafayette, home, 
3:15 
Hockey, West Chester, home, 3:30 
English readings 
Pi Gamma Mu 
Chi Alpha, Girls' Day study 
Chess club, 7:00, Science bldg. 
Delta Pi Sigma, 8:00 
Sig Rho, 10: 30, Freeland recep. 
Wednesday-
Freshman orientation, S-12, 12:30 
Bloodmobile, 11-4: 30, Trinity 
Founders' day, 2:30, Bomb. 
Hockey, Albright, 3:30, away 
YM-YWCA, 6:45, Bomb. 
Thursday-
Demas, 6:30 
Music organizations, 1:00, Bomb. 
THE URSINUS WEEKLY 
Helfferich to Receive 
(Continued from page 1) 
sons not marching in the academic 
procession will be by ticket. A few 
seats will be reserved. Students are 
requested to be in their seats by 
2:25. 
It is the custom for faculty mem-
bers, students, and visitors to 
assemble at Ursinus college on 
~ 
Founders' day for several purposes: 
first, to give thanks for the bless-
ings enjoyed at College; second, to 
honor the memory of the men who 
founded the college; third, to re-
affirm faith in the tradition that 
ha-s shaped Ursinus; and fourth, to 
do honor to men who have dis-
tinguished themselves in their field 
of work. It is well that during times 
like these, when education is fac-
ing perhaps, its greatest challen~, 
we should refresh our memories 
with the principles for which Ur- -
sinus was founded. 
Friday- I 
Campus chest, 2:00 
Hockey, Beaver, ho~e, 3:30 
ROBERTS, GEIGER 
(Continued from page 1) 
Saturday- . 
Jr.-Frosh breakfast, College 
woods, 9:00 
Soccer, home, Alumni 
Football, Swarthmore, home 
0l'M Timers' day Varsity club 
dance 
Sunday-
Vespers, Chapel, 6:05 
Cabinet meeting, 6:45, lib. 
acted as student director of The 
Philadelphia Story. 
The committee heads who have 
I also been selected are: stage man-ager, Jim Scott '53; properties, Nan 
Bergmann '55; costumes, Maxine 
Walker '54; business manager, Ivy 
Leaman '53; program, Kit Stewart 
'54 and Mary Lou Williams '54; and 
publicity Jean Austin '54. 
, 
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LANDES MOTOR CO. THE INDEPENDENT 
FORD SALES and SERVICE "PRINTING NEEDS FOR 
ALL OCCASIONS" 







"Cross roads of the campus" 
Enjoy the cozy atmosph.sre of ... 
LAKESIDE INN 
LUNCHEON & DINNER Served daily & Sunday 
Catering to 
Banquets Private Parties Social Functions 
Phone Linfield 2933 





and Accessory Organs not Adversely 







. A responsible consulting organization has 
reported the results of a continuing study by a 
competent medical specialist and his staff on the 
effects of smoking Chesterfield cigarettes. 
A group of people from various walks of life 
was organized to smoke only Chesterfields. For six 
months this group of men and women smoked their 
normal amount of Chesterfields - 10 to 40 a day. 
45 % of the group have smoked Chesterfields con-
I 
tinually from one to thirty years for an average of 
10 years each. 
At the beginning and at the end of the six-
months period each smoker was given a thorough 
ASK YOUR DEALER 
fOR CHESTERFIELD-
EITHER WAY YOU 
LIKE 'EM 
examination, including X-ray pictures, by the 
medical specialist and his assistants. The exam-
ination covered the sinuses as well as the nose, 
ears and throat. 
The medical specialist, after a thorough exam-
ination of every member of the group, stated: 
H It is my opinion that the ears, nose, throat and 
accessory organs of all participating subjects ex-
amined by me were not adversely affected in the 
six-months period by smoking the cigarettes 
provided. " 
* CONTAINS TOBACCOS 
OF BETTER QUALITY & 
HIGHER PRICE THAN ANY 
OTHER KING-SIZE 
CIGARETTE 
